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Highlights

We conducted a large-scale survey covering Bosnian companies who has strong relationship with Italy, between early April 

and early May 2020, to study economic implications and impacts on the local companies revenue, number of workers, 

companies sustainability, maintaining of existing business model, and their beliefs and expectations from government in 

fight against the COVID-19 pandemic.

Most respondents reacted anxious to the crisis and expect strong fall in revenue. They report insufficient engagement of the 

government, substantial job loss and believe that the government is not doing enough and underestimates the degree to 

which others support strong economic and economic-political responses to the pandemic.

Our analyses reveal high vulnerability of the firms and that the survival of the companies tremendously depend on their 

parent companies and business partners in Italy. They also believe that strong policy measures, such tax cut, direct support 

to salary, deferral of payment of VAT, and social security cushion, are necessary.

In addition, by using cross-entity panel data we identified the hardest hit regions in BiH and showed that the firms are not so 

sure that B&H is good destination for investment. 

Our findings highlight that policy-makers not only need to consider how their decisions affect the spread of COVID-19, but 

also start the business activities again and getting people back to work quickly and safely is vital for the economic 

prosperity.



Online Survey

The link to the survey http://grenoble.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_cMZ68CNCdJI6mqh went live on April 10, 2020 with a 

call to participate being launched via email supported by Lettera Ambasciatore Qustionario from the Embassy of Italy in 

Sarajevo.  

The link was accessed by 75  different users from April 10 - May 7, 2020. Out of those visitors, 51 started the survey, while 

44 survey completes were registered.

The survey was distributed to ___ (please feel free to put the number of firms) companies in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina. According to ___ Italian employers/companies in Bosnia and Herzegovina have more than ____ (How many?)

employees. Regarding the survey and official financial statement of the companies, the data available at link 

https://www.boniteti.ba/, the annual revenue of the observed companies amounted 464 million KM in 2019.

Italy is second biggest trade partner of B&H and one of the most important export markets. In 2019, the trade exchange 

between two countries amounted more than 1.8 billion euro. 

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__grenoble.co1.qualtrics.com_jfe_form_SV-5FcMZ68CNCdJI6mqh&d=DwMFBA&c=ZcvW3eydP9z0wBCu8q2XE3C3VwVeLws_B08TJpRQe4g&r=W8f7eDar-VQN8giz-KwN3nKlJ5Grzy4QBBFIiM0F-Ks&m=dNxPg4nXQMGN7Gg6iRpMcjulC55SpdF9q-lURUhb-Sc&s=0qHcMr1nsgEV5pQ4K2bnC8sRW_7aCKlfsab-tuhsSWs&e=&data=02%7C01%7Cjasmin.hoso@tondach.ba%7Cf1e32f77117e46f8dcac08d7e82a2352%7C5615522379ac48ba8ade00446899a49c%7C0%7C0%7C637233140169612169&sdata=YYovE/qiExDPt71sRgdxsuPS9hUDlb5AVT75ChzqcBA=&reserved=0
https://www.boniteti.ba/


Questionnaire - 24
1. Please provide an answer to following questions:

a. Company name:

b. Compani headquarter: RS, Distrikt Brčko, FBiH

c. Number of employess:

d. Type of business: Production/Servis

e. Annual revenue (KM)

2. To what extent do you agree with the following statement (Strongly agree, Somewhat agree, Neither agree nor disagree, 

Somewhat disagree, Strongly disagree)

a. "My business is threatened by the onset of the coronavirus crisis."

3. Do you expect fall in revenue in 2020? (Yes/No) If Yes ...

4. Please indicate the percentage of expected decline in total revenue in 2020. (1-10; 11-20; 21-30; ≥30)

5. The number of workers currently on forced leave is (Text)

6. To what extent do you agree with the following statement (Strongly agree, Somewhat agree, Neither agree nor disagree, 

Somewhat disagree, Strongly disagree):

a. „Support of local municipality gives me hope that we are not alone.“

b. „Support of entity gives me hope that we are not alone“

c. „State support gives me hope that we are not alone”



Questionnaire - 24
7. Have the commercial bank informed you about the moratorium on loans? (Yes/No)

8. How well did you understand the measures related to the moratorium on loans? If Yes …

9. How well did you understand the measures related to the moratorium on loans? (Extremely well, Very well, Moderately 

well, Slightly well, Not well at all)

10. Have you contacted state institutions for the financial support in the last three weeks? (Yes/No) If Yes …

11. How many times have you addressed them? (One time, Two times, Three times, Fore times, More than four times)

12. Can you detail the medium/long-term priority measures local political and economic authorities should take to sustain 

and relaunch economic activities, investments and employment after in the aftermath of the pandemic? (Text)

13. To what extent do you agree with the following statement (Strongly agree, Somewhat agree, Neither agree nor 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Strongly disagree):

a. "My company business depends entirely on the sustainability of my partner's business in Italy."

14. In your opinion, how many jobs will be directly endangered if you are unable to continue your business activities? (Text)

15. How long can your business survive without government support? (30; 60; 90; više od 90 dana)

16. When starting a business, did you have any incentives from the government of B&H? (Yes/No)

17. To what extent do you agree with the following statement (Strongly agree, Somewhat agree, Neither agree nor 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Strongly disagree)

a. “A key pillar for maintaining liquidity is government support.”



Questionnaire - 24
18. To what extent do you agree with the following assumption: „In order to preserve company’s existence and related jobs, 

political authorities will have to undertake expensive micro and macroeconomics measures during and after the pandemic, 

such as direct support to salary, social security cushion, tax cut or freezing, deferral of payment of VAT, subsidising of 

contributions."

(Strongly agree, Somewhat agree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat disagree, Strongly disagree)

19.  Is your parent company able to financially support you in this crisis? (Yes/No)

20. Are your Italian partners able to financially support you in this crisis? (Yes/No)

21. In your opinion, will it be necessary to adjust your business model after the crisis? (Yes/No) If Yes ...

22. Please select one or more of the provided segments where the adjustment of the business model will be necessary.

a. Key partners

b. Distribution channels

c. Sales channels

d. Key activities

e. Resources

f. Target groups

g. Other

23. In your opinion, what time will be needed to start with operations of the business again? (Please write in days, weeks or

months) (Text)



Questionnaire - 24
24. Can you detail the short-term priority measures local political and economic authorities should take to preserve 

economic environment, companies and employment from the impact of the necessary restrictions adopted to contain the 

pandemic? (Text)

25. Would you recommend Bosnia and Herzegovina as an investment location?

a. Would strongly recommend

b. Mostly would recommend

c. Neither would recommend nor wouldn't recommend

d. Mostly would not recommend

e. Would not recommend



Highlights
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Highlights: Impact of firm’s revenue ...
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Notes: Using survey data, for observed firms, this forcast shows the possible development of revenue for 

the firms in FBiH and RS between January 1, 2020 and December 31, 2020.



Highlights: Impact of workers engagement ...

Notes: Using survey data, for observed firms, this forcast shows the possible development of workers 

engagement for FBiH and RS between January 1, 2020 and December 31, 2020.
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Q1 - To what extent do you agree with the following statement: "My 

business is threatened by the onset of the coronavirus crisis."



Q2 - Do you expect fall in revenue in 2020?

Number of respondents



Q3 - Please indicate the percentage of expected decline in total revenue 

in 2020.

Number of respondents



Q4 - The number of workers currently on forced leave is ...
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Q4a - The number of workers currently on forced leave - FBiH
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Q4b - The number of workers currently on forced leave is - RS
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Q5 - To what extent do you agree with the following statement:

„Entity support gives me hope that we are 

not alone”

„Municipality support gives me hope that we 

are not alone”

„State support gives me hope that we are not 

alone”



Q6 - Have the commercial bank informed you about the moratorium on 

loans?



Q7 - How well did you understand the measures related to the 

moratorium on loans?



Q8 - Have you contacted state institutions for the financial support in the 

last three weeks?



Q9 - How many times have you addressed them?



Q10 - Can you detail the medium/long-term priority measures local

political and economic authorities should take to sustain and relaunch

economic activities, investments and employment after in the aftermath of

the pandemic?

● Help factory to pay salaries, or part of them, or contribution in order to reduce the personnel cost.

● Discuss with bank in order to postpone payment of rates and loans until the end of crisis.

● Detax new Investments.

● Detax cost of job for new workers.

● Pull cash into the economic system by giving loans to firms and families.

● ….

Notes: For more items please see Excel document attached: Panel_Data_Coronavirus_May_13_2020.xlsx

http://panel_data_coronavirus_may_13_2020.xlsx


Q11 - To what extent do you agree with the following statement: "My

company business depends entirely on the sustainability of my partner's

business in Italy."



Q12 - In your opinion, how many jobs will be directly endangered if you

are unable to continue your business activities?

Number of employees



Q13 - How long can your business survive without government support?



Q14 - When starting a business, did you have any incentives from the

government of B&H?



Q15 - To what extent do you agree with the following statement: “A key

pillar for maintaining liquidity is government support.”



Q16 - To what extent do you agree with the following assumption: „In order to

preserve company’s existence and related jobs, political authorities will have to

undertake expensive micro and macroeconomics measures during and after the

pandemic, such as direct support to salary, social security cushion, tax cut or freezing,

deferral of payment of VAT, subsidising of contributions."



Q17 - Is your parent company able to financially support you in this crisis?



Q18 - Are your Italian partners able to financially support you in this

crisis?



Q19 - In your opinion, will it be necessary to adjust your business model

after the crisis?



Q20 - Please select one or more of the provided segments where the

adjustment of the business model will be necessary.

Key Partners



Q21 - In your opinion, what time will be needed to start with operations of

the business again?

30 

days
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days

180 

days

10 

days

365 

days

120 

days
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Q22 - Can you detail the short-term priority measures local political and

economic authorities should take to preserve economic environment,

companies and employment from the impact of the necessary restrictions

adopted to contain the pandemic?

● Help workers to postpone their loans and rates

● Study a financial help like long - terms loan without interest and bank 

expenses 

● Health protocol

● ...

Notes: For more please see Excel document attached: Panel_Data_Coronavirus_May_13_2020.xlsx

http://panel_data_coronavirus_may_13_2020.xlsx


Q23 - Would you recommend Bosnia and Herzegovina as an investment

location?

FBiH
RS

DC 

Brčko



Conclusion

Our results highlight that firms across the country are responding anxious to the crisis caused by COVID-

19 pandemic. Firms meet daily problems and depending on how Bosnian and Herzegovina responds to

the crisis, it can become a better or worse destination for investments. Firms reported insufficient

engagement of the government, substantial fall in revenue and job loss and believe that the government is

not doing enough. Our analyses reveal high vulnerability of the firms and that the survival of the firms

tremendously depend not only of their parent companies and business partners in Italy but also from

broader government responses to the pandemic. This survey shows a remarkable level of uniformity in

attitudes towards reliability of government measures and recommendation of Bosnia and Herzegovina as

an investment location. Our findings highlight that most firms across the country have to adapt their

business model and that they expect long lasting impact of the crisis.
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